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30 

30 homes per 
week delivery 

60
Typical life in years 
of ISO container

A1
A1 grade single-use 
containers only

Benefits 
Intermodal building units (IMBUs) provide:  
• rapidly deployable accommodation; 
• robust solutions for short to medium-term use;  
• a sustainable, environmentally sound building unit; 
• a flexible solution which can be adapted as needs  
 and circumstances change. 

Meeting an increasing need 
Current housing levels are insufficient to meet increasing 
levels of demand – particularly in large urban conurbations 
where affordable housing is in short supply. While not 
everyone will perceive a container home as their dream 
house, for many, it is the first step away from a hostel or 
B&B accommodation. 

Unique characteristics   
IMBUs are inherently strong and widely available at a 
relatively low cost. 

They are a uniquely sustainable solution in that they 
truly support the concept of a ‘circular’ economy and 
represent a more valuable asset when repurposed, than 
decommissioning or redundancy. 

Every container is robustly built to ensure secure and safe 
portability to universally agreed standards, they are easy 
to deconstruct and relocate, simple to stack and require 
little maintenance.

IMBUs are quick to repurpose in our off-site, factory-
controlled facility, which not only ensures a high quality 
product, but also minimises waste.

The case for repurposed buildings

15,000sq ft  Off-site facility + ‘flying factories’

133 units Currently completed or being delivered

10,000 homes  Current capacity in London’s disused sites

EPC rating B  EPC of our standard accommodation 
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36
weeks completion 
time

14
weeks completion 
time

5 

year temporary 
housing pilot

Richardson Yard Brighton

Richardsons Yard opened its gates to residents on 9 
December 2013. It took just 14 weeks to complete the 
development of 36 studio flats. The development was let 
on completion to Brighton Housing Trust. 

Our application, which was lodged in December 2012, 
to site a temporary housing scheme on an unused 
parcel of the land awaiting long-term regeneration was 
unanimously approved at committee on 24 April 2013. 

It is rare for container developments in the UK to rise to 
great heights. The site at Richardson’s Yard is just 550 
square metres and provides nearly 1000 square metres 
of accommodation, with containers stacked 5 storeys tall 
and 6 units wide. 

It is now home to 36 single people who have been able to 
move out of hostel accommodation. 

“I knew fairly early on that I would be 
living on the top floor and that was great 
because I don’t think I would want to be 
any further down. 

 The light comes through so that heats 
this flat up really well. I like being up high 
and having the quiet.” 

RICHARDSON’S YARD RESIDENT

Client Brighton Housing Trust 

Contract value £1m 

Contract type Interim Affordable Housing

Completion date December 2013



“By increasing the 
effi ciency with which 
existing resources are 
used, fewer are needed to 
meet future demands.

Our vision is to reduce 
waste to near-zero, as 
products are re-designed 
and services changed 
so that waste becomes 
a component of another 
process. Value is not 
destroyed, but preserved 
and enhanced by 
repurposing under-utilised 
assets. 

QED
QED believes in the regeneration and 
transformation of brownfi eld sites – working 
to unlock redundant urban spaces, seeking 
opportunities to create valuable, viable 
and vibrant communities, often within a 
timeframe of months, rather than years.

Our vision is to increase the fl exibility, 
function, diversity and sustainability of the 
built environment. To design and invest in 
buildings designed for deconstruction and 
promote the re-use of resources wherever 
feasible. QED is committed to creating 
a more sustainable urban environment, 
through architecture, landscapes, transport 
networks and infrastructure that are low 
energy, water sensitive and resource 
effi cient in both construction and operation.
We look forward to a future where building 
components themselves are an asset, 
as well as the land they stand upon and 
the value created through interim, short-
term land use is a crucial part of every 
development. 

QED have been researching solutions 
that can meet the increasing challenge 
of securing affordable, fi t-fo-purpose 
accommodation particularly in larger 
cities such as London. Our solutions are 
designed to meet short-term, fl exible 
opportunities and to harness the potential 
of relocateable accommodation. 

About Cargotek
CargoTek, is joint venture company incorporating QED Sustainable Urban Development and 
ISO Spaces. By pooling our respective resources we provide a one-stop-shop for any portable 
building project – from conception through to completion on site. Cargotek delivers the full range 
of services, incorporating: development consultancy, project management, interim use strategy, 
manufacture of portable buildings, in-house design and engineering, research and development, 
intellectual property for portable building solutions, delivery and deployment on-site.

   

Development consultancy 

Project management 

Interim use strategy 

Finance 

Manufacturer * 

Design and engineering 

*under license to CargoTek  +



“We can build two high 
quality two-bedroomed 
flats from a couple of 40-
foot shipping containers in 
15 days. You’d never know 
you were in a container 
once inside and we’ve 
designed everything 
down to the finest detail, 
including the bathrooms 
and kitchens.”

ISO Spaces  
ISO Spaces is based in Cornwall and was 
launched in 2012 in response to the growing 
trend in transforming shipping containers 
into modular buildings and pop-up units. 

ISO Spaces was a finalist in the 2013 Ignite 
business start-up competition, organised 
by Oxford Innovation, the UK’s leading 
provider of specialist business coaching, 
in partnership with the ERDF and The 
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise 
Partnership. They were awarded £100,000  
to support the next stage in the company’s 
development.

The company has received commissions 
from big names including supermarket giant 
Tesco to create a pop-up coffee shop.They 
have also created retail units for the world’s 
first ‘Pop-Up Mall’ at Boxpark Shoreditch 
in East London and are  working with 
Cornwall Council to transform redundant 
land in the county into innovative spaces to 
attract new business and support the local 
economy.

Research and development 

IP: portable building solutions 

Delivery and deployment on site  =
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Cargotek’s kit of parts: simple, flexible, scaleable

Compliant Building control certification - Type Approval pending

Transportable Container Safety Convention plate certification - cheaply and easily transported worldwide 

Cost Competitive with alternative modular manufacturers 

Flexible Accommodates overnight, single, double and family homes and DDA requirements

Scalable Adding or removing accommodation with relative ease

Re-locateable Minimum decommissioning and commissioning when relocated

Adaptable Adaptable and customisable to suit the site and brief

High quality Manufactured under controlled conditions in our specialist facility

Durable A durable building block with a 60 year life

Simple Manufacturing and installation optimised to allow standard skillsets and non specialised equipment

Sensitive External cladding options address environmental, topographical and planning sensitivities

Sustainable Recycling shipping containers, green roofs, water harvesting, photovoltaic systems
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123
bedroom 
accommodation

UK
Regs compliant

All our accommodation meets or exceeds UK Building 
Regulations. 

Our container homes are built using a component 
assembly system. Each of the proprietary component 
parts: kitchen, wall and ceiling insulation, bathroom, 
plumbing, walkways and stairs are capable of being 
deconstruced and re-used. All components are easy 
to maintain and repair and can be replaced and/or 
repurposed.

The walkways and stairs are designed much like a 
‘Meccano’ kit. The result is that once deconstructed, 
the same galvanized components can be modified to fit 
another scheme. For instance, with little or no adjustment 
stairs can be adapted from providing circulation 
for 6 containers wide x 5 containers high, to a new 
configuration of 10 containers wide x 3 containers high – 
or indeed two totally separate blocks.

We ensure the residual value of all assets (eg. materials 
and the eventual end of life – copper plumbing) retain as 
much value as possible and can be repurposed.  

Key energy efficiency measures include:
• Double glazed ‘A’ rated windows and doors
• Thermostatic controlled convection heating supported 

by PV renewable energy supply
• ‘A’ rated Redring instantaneous hot water system
• Low energy LED lighting throughout
• Lo-flow shower heads
• Taps fitted with aerators
• Dual flush cisterns
• Intelliplugs to powerdown appliances

20 

times stronger  
than wood

A
rated windows and 
appliances

20 
times cheaper 
to maintain than 
concrete
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Housing Studio apartment

1  
bed studio 

accommodation

12.5  
square metres net 

internal area

Single bed

Under-bed storage

Wardrobe

LED lighting

Wall mounted TV

Electric radiator

UPVC door/window

Kitchen unit  with integrated appliances

Integrated fold down table

Low maintenance bathroom 

Insulated composite panels

Own meter (optional smart pay)
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Housing Double bed apartment

1  
double bedroom  
accommodation

25  
square metres net 

internal area

Double bed

Under-bed storage

Wardrobe

LED lighting

Wall mounted TV

Electric radiator

UPVC door/window

Kitchen unit  with integrated appliances

Integrated fold down table

Low maintenance bathroom 

Insulated composite panels

Own meter (optional smart pay)
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Housing 2 bed apartment

Double bedroom 

Under-bed storage

Twin bedroom with 2 single beds

Electric heaters and wardrobes

Centralised dining area

Fold down table for 4 people 

LED lighting

Wall mounted TV

Electric radiator

UPVC door/window

Kitchen unit  with integrated appliances

Integrated fold down table

Low maintenance bathroom 

Insulated composite panels

Own meter (optional smart pay)
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2  
bedrooms   

sleeping 4 people

37.5  
square metres net 

internal area

Housing 2 bed apartment
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Housing 3 bed apartment

Double bedroom 

Under-bed storage

Twin bedroom with 2 single beds x2

Electric heaters and wardrobes

Centralised dining area

Fold down table for 4 people 

LED lighting

Wall mounted TV

Electric radiator

UPVC door/window

Kitchen unit  with integrated appliances

Integrated fold down table

Low maintenance bathroom 

Insulated composite panels

Own meter (optional smart pay)

T.V

Radiator

Undercounter
microwave

Undercounter
fridge

3 Seat Sofa

Double bed

Built In
Wardrobe

Built In
Wardrobe

Services

Kitchen

Front door

Radiator

Bathroom

Internal
door

Undercounter
cupboards

Radiator

Single bedSingle bed

Fold down
table &
benches

Built In
Wardrobe

Radiator

Fold down
table &
benches

Built In
Wardrobe

Single bedSingle bed

Internal
door

Internal
door

Double bed

Undercounter
microwave

Undercounter
fridge

T.V

Radiator

3 Seat Sofa

Kitchen

Built In
Wardrobe

Wardrobe

Services

Front door

Radiator

Bathroom

Internal
door

Undercounter
cupboards

Container data sheet - Bordars Walk, Ealing Copyright - QED Sustainable Urban Development Ltd

 1 :80 @A4

Project: Bordars Walk, Ealing
Container number: A1
QED reference: 2015 020

LEGEND

SVP

HOT WATER SERVICE

MDPE - COLD WATER SERVICE

MAINS SWA CABLE

N

BATHROOM EXTRACTOR FAN

KITCHEN EXTRACTOR FAN

CLADDING CONNECTION

Service connections:

Extractor fan:

Cladding schedule:

Soil vent pipe:

Incoming water pipe:

Mains SWA cable:

Kitchen:

Bathroom:

Northern elevation:

Eastern elevation:

Southern elevation:

Western elevation:

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

N/A

Specify details

N/A

N/A

xxxxxx

xxxxxx

CONTAINER A1 - TYPE 2 UNIT
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3  
bedrooms   

sleeping 6people

50  
square metres net 

internal area

Housing 3 bed apartment
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Homes with their own front door
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In a recent survey of 
residents at Richardson’s 
Yard, Brighton, 97% 
agreed having their own 
front door was very 
important to them.

Housing communal laundry and office

 

LAUNDRY

Large sink

Work top area

Space & plumbing for up to  

6 x washer /dryer units

Rainwater harvesting storage (upgrade)

Electric heating

Secure UPVC door

Glazing

Insulated composite panels

 

OFFICE

Full height cleaners’ storage cupboard

Low maintenance bathroom

Separate cleaners’ sink

Space for desk

Cat 5 cabling for full connectivity

Robust UPVC entrance door

Glazing
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Commercial music studio
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Commercial music studio and office
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Mixed use Housing and commercial starter units
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Commercial solutions

12.5  
square metres net 

internal area

20  
foot container

25  
square metres net 

internal area

40  
foot container
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Bespoke solutions
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83  
square metres net 

internal area

40  
foot containers x 3
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Relocateable Visitor centre
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T: +44 (0) 1872 276774  E: info@cargotek.co.uk  www.cargotek.co.uk
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